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Executive Summary

The purpose of Work Package 6 (WP6) is to provide basic network components such as routers
and gateways needed to link together the mobile and the fixed parts of the Wireless and Mobile
IPv6 Communication Infrastructure of the 6WINIT project.

This document gives a description of the basic network components that are being developed in
WP6 for the 6WINIT application trials. As such it provides a complement as well as an update to
the 6WINIT Deliverable D2, “The Status of Gateways and Relays” in which the network
components available at the beginning of the project were surveyed and the plans for
modifications and developments were presented.

The components developed in WP6 for the 6WINIT application trials falls into four categories:
Gateways with support for the Mobile IPv6 Home Agent functionality, Gateways with support for
general IP Security as well as for the Road Warrior IP Security framework, Signalling,
Transcoding and Media Gateways, and finally, the WAP Access Subsystem enabling WAP access
to Health Care Service Systems. Common to all these components is that they target functions
that are particularly relevant for the wireless, mobile and secure aspects of the 6WINIT structure.

The components developed in WP6 largely target Gateway and Relay functions only. A
meaningful deployment of these components in the 6WINIT infrastructure thus relies on
middleware and counterparts components, such as, for example, basic IPv6, Mobile IPv6 and
IPSec host stacks, being provided by WP7. A full picture of all the components provided to the
6WINIT structure can only be obtained by looking at this deliverable together with D10, “Status
of Basic Components” and D9, “Early Aids to deployment”. Further, a description of how the
components are linked into the 6WINIT architecture and infrastructure is available in Deliverable
D6 and D11 respectively.

The editors have performed the split of material between deliverable D8, D9 and D10 in
accordance with the given scope of these on a best judgement basis. Consequently, some of the
components described in D2 are not covered here. In general, the components developed in WP6
specifically for the early deployment of an IPv6 infrastructure such as IPv4 and IPv6 transition
and translation mechanisms are described in D9, “Early Aids to deployment”. However, for
consistency reasons, some aspects of IPv6/IPv4 Transition are also treated in this document.
Further, the Quality of Service (QoS) functions of the WP6 gateways and relays, which are not
being developed as part of the work in WP6, but which could be needed in order to deploy the
QoS components provided by WP7, are described in D10, “Status of Basic Components”, in
conjunction with the QoS components developed in that work package.
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1  INTRODUCTION

The aim of this Deliverable is to describe the network components that have been developed in
WP6 for the application trials. The document gives a reasonable detailed description of the
components developed, their range of functionality, the availability and the status of the
development. The document also to some extends touches on the applicability of the components
in the 6WINIT structure.

The document provides a complement and an update to the 6WINIT Deliverable D2, “The Status
of Gateways and Relays”. For background material such as general descriptions of the various
functions (IP Security, Mobile IPv6, SIP, WAP etc.) the reader is referred to D2.

The network components described in this document aim at supporting mobile and secure
communications either by means of IPv6 or by means of WAP.

At the IP level, the components developed support functions in the areas of Mobile IPv6,
Signalling, Media and Transcoding Gateways, IP Security in general and the Road Warrior
Framework in particular.

The components supporting the Mobile IPv6 Home Agent functionality are described in Chapter
2. Mobile IPv6 is suitable for application scenarios where the user needs to be able to maintain
communications while moving. Combined with standard IP Security mechanisms, Mobile IPv6
enables users to maintain also secure – VPN-like – communications while moving. However, at
this stage, support for the latter has not been fully implemented.

The IP Security Gateways as well as the Road Warrior Framework are described in Chapter 3.
The Road Warrior framework enables users to port secure connections with them as they move
around in the network. That is, the user will not be able to maintain connection while moving, but
secure connections and VPN-solutions to, for example, a corporate network or a hospital network,
can be initiated from still changing locations in the network.

Chapter 4 provides a description of the Signalling and Media Gateways available. This includes
the TZI-Gateway and the UCL -Transcoding Active Gateway. The TZI-Gateway, described in
section 4.1, provides both signalling, transcoding and media gateway functionality. In particular,
the gateway has been designed to accommodate IPv4/IPv6 communication scenarios and
communication over heterogeneous network links and via different call signalling protocols. The
UCL -Transcoding Active Gateway (TAG), described in section 4.2, is a transcoding gateway
based on the concept of active networks. The TAG has the ability to relay and transcode multicast
media streams over a unicast link. Further, by using the concept of active networks, it can be
adapted dynamically to perform the specific functions that are required by a specific user.

The WAP Access Subsystem developed for the Health Care Service System in John Paul II
University Hospital in Krakow, Poland, is described in Chapter 5. The WAP Access Subsystem
enables diagnosis browsing, registration and results checking up against the Health Care Service
System to be done from a cellular phone using WAP.
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2 MOBILE IPV6 SUPPORT IN GATEWAYS

2.1 General description

In 6WINIT, Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) will be used to ensure seamless mobility in application
scenarios where the user needs to maintain communication without interruption while moving.
One example of a 6WINIT application scenario with this demand for seamless mobility is the
Guardian Angel System (GANS) from UKT/RUS.

The Mobile IP functionality is available for both IPv4 and IPv6. While it is an IETF standard for
IPv4, it is currently only defined as a draft for the IPv6 version. However, due to a later design
and enhanced mechanisms, Mobile IPv6 is considered as more efficient compared to Mobile IPv4.
Consequently, as with the number of mobile computers increase, MIPv6 will better meet the user
demands for the maintaining transparent connections while moving.

A description of the functionality of Mobile IPv6 was provided in the Chapter 4 of Deliverable 2
“The Status of Gateways and Relays”. The following figure recalls the different steps that are
taken when the function is used. It describes the equipment involved in Mobile IPv6 and
summarises the different steps occurring when a node moves from one location to another.

Figure 2.1: Mobile IPv6 architecture
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These different steps are the following:

• The mobile node is located in its Home Network and declared to its Home
Agent. Its address is a permanent one called Home Address. A communication
is taking place between the mobile node and its Correspondent.

• The mobile node is moving from its home location to another.
• Once located in a Foreign Network, the IPv6 auto-configuration process

between the local router and the mobile node takes place; the mobile gets a
temporary address called Care-of-Address.

• The mobile notifies its Home Agent of its new address; this step is called a
Binding Update. The Home Agent updates a local Binding Cache with the
information.

• Now the Home Agent is able to redirect the traffic coming from the
correspondent, which is not aware of the new location of the mobile node.

• To do so, the Home Agent uses an IP-in-IP encapsulation technique.
• When receiving an encapsulated traffic, the mobile node notifies the

Correspondent of its new address with a second Binding Update. The
Correspondent updates its local Binding Cache with the information.

• A direct communication (short-cut) is now possible between the
Correspondent and the mobile node.

Security Aspects

The security aspect is an important issue to be taken into account with the Mobile IPv6
functionality. Currently, the topic is being discussed intensely at the IETF but has not yet
achieved a stable IETF draft stage. Section 2.3 of Deliverable 10 “Status of Basic Network
Components” provides a thorough description of the security issues in relation to the
authentication of MIPv6 control messages.

2.2 The 6WINIT MIPv6 Home Agents

Conceptually, three devices are involved in the functionality of Mobile IPv6: The Mobile Node
itself, a Home Agent located on a router in the home network of the mobile node and finally the
Correspondent Nodes with which the mobile node can establish communication.

The implementation of Mobile IPv6 in IP gateways in 6WINIT essentially deals with the Home
Agent functionality. However, the gateways can also activate the general Corresponding Node
mechanisms in order to allow communications with Mobile Nodes.

2.2.1 Home Agents used by UCL

The MIPL work of the Helsinki University (HUT) provides the necessary implementation
required for configuring a machine as a Home Agent; it is this implementation that UCL are
using.  Our Home Agents are configured to route packets from mobile nodes to the UCL-CS
MICE network

The Home Agents consist of a PC running Redhat 7.2 with a 2.4.7 kernel, and a Lucent base
station.  Router advertisements are sent by the radvd daemon:
(ftp://ftp.cityline.net/pub/systems/linux/network/ipv6/radvd/) to the wireless network over the
802.11 technology.
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2.2.2 MIPv6 support on the AXI462 and the RXI820 Research Platform

2.2.2.1 Developed MIPv6 Home Agent and Corresponding node functionality

The Ericsson Telebit Dual Stack Router implementation implements major parts of the MIPv6
functionality according to the IETF Internet Draft, Mobility Support in IPv6, draft-ietf-mobileip-
ipv6-13.txt [Joh00]. The implementation includes the Corresponding node and the Home Agent
functionality, but excludes the Mobile Node functionality.

Items mentioned below are not implemented or implemented with some restrictions:

• sending Binding Requests are not implemented;
• duplicate Address Detection is not implemented;
• renumbering Home Subnet is not implemented;
• currently, interworking with IPSec in transport mode is not possible. The

IPSec module will not properly process a packet that includes a Home Address
option. As a consequence, also authentication of MIPv6 control messages by
virtue of IPSec is not feasible. More on this issue below, see IPSec and MIPv6
interworking

• Operation and Management functionality is implemented supporting the most
basic operations only.

Corresponding Node Functionality

The Corresponding Node functionality includes handling of the Home Address Option and
maintaining and utilising the Binding Cache holding at present up to 1024 registrations (per IP
Gateway module – some IP Gateway modules contain several physical interfaces).

The Corresponding Node functionality must be configured on each of the router's interfaces
individually. Presently, the default behaviour of an interface is set to not support processing of the
Home Address option. The Corresponding Node functionality is available in two modes; in Basic
mode, the Home Address option will be processed. In Extended mode, the node will in addition
also maintain and use a Binding Cache.

Home Agent Functionality

The Home Agent functionality adds the interception and proxy functionality as well as the
Dynamic Home Address Discovery functionality through the Home Agent Anycast address to the
Corresponding node functionality. The Home Agent Preference is manually configurable. The
Home Agent functionality utilises (and shares) the Binding Cache with the Corresponding Node
functionality.

The Home Agent functionality must be configured on each of the router's interfaces individually.
Usually the Home Agent is configured with Extended Corresponding Node functionality but it
can in principle also be configured with Basic Corresponding Node functionality only.

IPSec and MIPv6 interworking

As an IP packet containing a Home Address destination option basically contains two source
addresses, namely the topological source, i.e. the Care-of-Address, and the “identity” source, i.e.
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the Home Address, the packet can be covered by Security Policies on both (or either) the
topological and the “identity” level.

Interworking between the use of the Home Address option in MIPv6 and Security Policies on the
first level, i.e. Security Policies anchored on the topological source address, must be ensured.
Otherwise the use of the MIPv6 Home Address option could be used to circumvent Security
Policies that banish traffic originating from within - or travelling through - certain (insecure) parts
of the network.

Security Policies anchored on the Home Address level can of course also indirectly ensure that
traffic to/and from certain locations is covered by the right security mechanism. However, this is
indeed done indirectly and will only work if there is a way to ensure that the Security Association
anchored on the Home Address is at least “as strong” as the ones demanded by the Security
Policies which apply to traffic to/and from the various Care-of-Addresses.

The MIPv6 draft-13 [Joh00] specifies the use of transport mode IPSec AH and ESP Security
Association’s anchored on the Home Address and demands the use of IPSec to authenticate
MIPv6 control messages. However, because the IPSec selector granularity cannot detect the
presence of MIPv6 protocol elements in the packets, this implies that all traffic to and from the
Mobile Node (identified by the Home Address) must be secured via the IPSec Security
Association.

In the area of MIPv6 and IPSec interworking Ericsson Telebit aims at implementing support for
the following:

• usage of IPSec AH or ESP tunnel mode SAs anchored on the source address,
i.e. the Care-of-address,

combined with the

• usage of IPSec AH or ESP transport mode SAs anchored on the Home
Address located in the Home Address option of the packet.

In the first case the cryptographic algorithm should be applied to the packet as it is. Whereas in
the latter the cryptographic algorithm should be applied to the packet as if the IP source address
field and the Home Address option have been interchanged as specified in draft-13.

Further, by virtue of the interworking with IPSec, the Ericsson Telebit MIPv6 implementation of
draft-13 will support processing of MIPv6 control messages in the following three modes:

• Mode I: No authentication; MIPv6 control messages will be processed
regardless of whether the packet is covered by IPSEC SAs or not.

• Mode II:  AH anchored on Home address based authentication; Only MIPv6
control messages in packets covered by a Home Address anchored IPSec AH
Security Associations will be accepted. (As mentioned above this will be done
by requiring all traffic to be secured by the use of IPSec AH.)

• Mode III:  VPN-based authentication - or - Mode I in VPN; All MIPv6
control messages will be processed. However, by virtue of the set up of a VPN
network using IPSec ESP Secure Tunnels (Source address anchored ESP SAs)
only packets, and thus MIPv6 control messages, originating from within this
network will reach the Home Agent/Corresponding node.

• 
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Currently, the MIPv6 implementation supports the usage of IPSec ESP tunnel mode SAs
anchored on the source address on packets including a Home Address option and general MIPv6
control messages. Hence the authentication of the latter is provided by Mode III processing.

Implementation details

The implementation is done in accordance with the modularity of the distributed architecture of
the Ericsson Telebit router implementation. The MIPv6 modules mounted on the routers different
autonomous IP gateways are separate and independent entities. Further, as described above, the
specific MIPv6 functionality of each of the interfaces of one IP Gateway can be activated and
configured individually.

Figure 2.2: Conceptual structure of Ericsson Telebit MIPv6 Implementation.

The implementation is done in a number of new sub-modules that are added to the forwarding
process and by enhancing existing sub-modules, respectively. The sub-modules and their
conceptual interference are listed below. As mentioned above, the interworking with IPSec has
not been fully implemented yet.
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Figure 2.3: Sub-modules of the Ericsson Telebit MIPv6 implementation.

Conformance testing

The Ericsson Telebit MIPv6 implementation has been tested against - and conforms fully to - the
Mobile IPv6 Conformance test of the TAHI project (see http://www.tahi.org/). Further the
successful deployment of the MIPv6 implementation on the AXI462 in the joint UKT, RUS and
Ericsson 6WINIT demonstration of the Guardian Angel System at the IST2001 Conference in
Düsseldorf (see below) has proven that the implementation interoperates with the MIPv6 code for
mobile nodes of the Helsinki University (HUT).

2.2.2.2 The IST2001 6WINIT Guardian Angel Demonstration.

The Ericsson Telebit MIPv6 implementation for a MIPv6 Home Agent on the AXI462 was
successfully deployed in the joint UKT, RUS and Ericsson 6WINIT demonstration at the IST2001
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Conference. In the demonstration, the MIPv6 multi access solution of Ericsson Research Finland
ensured MIPv6 route optimisation between the mobile node and its corresponding nodes, whereas
the Ericsson Telebit Home Agent on the AXI462 in this scenario merely was used to cache the
mobile node's care-of-addresses.

Figure 2.4: 6WINIT IST 2001 Demo scenario

2.2.2.3 Future plans for development

As mentioned in the introduction, the standardisation of MIPv6 is in a rather active phase. A
Mobile IPv6 draft-14, draft-ietf-mobileip-ipv6-14.tx, was published in July 2001 and a draft-15 is
expected before the end of 2001. At the time of the writing of this document the latter has been
available in a pre-release for some time.

A number of minor changes to the protocol are being proposed and a few more fundamental
changes are discussed – albeit not agreed on yet. The most important of these seem to be a new
authentication method, private to MIPv6 and not using IPSec. Most probably, IPSec may
alternatively be used when feasible. For a more detailed discussion of this see section 2.3 of
Deliverable 10 “Status of Basic Network Components”. However, also a lot of other security
problems related to Mobile IPv6 have been raised. In particular, the unauthenticated use of the
Home Address destination option and the IPv6 Routing header, both of which are fundamental to
the operation of Mobile IPv6, seems very problematic from a security perspective.

Ericsson Telebit follows the draft standardisation closely and plans to make the appropriate
changes. Presently, Ericsson Telebit aims at implementing support for the use of IPSec AH end
ESP in transport mode anchored on the Home Address of the mobile node. Further, it is envisaged
that the MIPv6 implementation will be changed to reflect the coming draft-15 document. In
particular, Authentication through the new MIPv6 Authentication Sub Option will be
implemented. Further the IPSec solution will be supported if allowed in the coming draft.

However, due to interoperability issues, the support of the draft-13 document will be maintained
for some time. However, active simultaneous support for both draft-13 and draft-15 will not be
possible.

2.2.2.4 Supported Router Platforms

Currently the Ericsson Telebit MIPv6 implementation runs on the AXI462 router platform.
Within the 6WINIT timeframe Ericsson Telebit aims at porting the functionality developed to the
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RXI820 Research Platform. The RXI820 Research Platform is based on the RXI 820 Router
product from Ericsson, which is an IP router optimised for handling the special requirements
imposed by IP wireless systems.

2.2.3 MIPv6 support on the 6WIND Edge Device

2.2.3.1 IPv6 Mobility implementation

In the Mobile IPv6 architecture, the 6WIND Edge Device can act as

• a Home Agent; or
• a Correspondent Node.

The MIPv6 functionality implemented in the 6WIND Edge Device is based on the IETF Internet
Draft "draft-ietf-mobileip-ipv6-13.txt” [Joh00]. There are actually a lot of discussions at the IETF
about the MIPv6 issue and some aspects of the mechanisms involved in MIPv6 are not very
stable. 6WIND has chosen to implement only the mechanisms that seem to be the most stable. So
the major mechanisms are implemented, except the following restrictions:

• duplicate Address Detection is not implemented;
• automatic HA discovery is not implemented, so it has to be configured

manually
• renumbering Home Subnet and tunnelling router advert to MN is not

implemented;
• as Security mechanisms proposed by Draft-13 have been removed from new

Draft versions (14 and 15) 6WIND has not pursued the implementation of the
MIPv6 Security aspect. IPSEC does not seem to be adapted to this
functionality so a new approach needs to be defined;

• a first set of commands provided by the CLI (Command Line Interface) allows
management of basic operations.

Caution: For security reasons, MIPv6 is not activated by default. In fact, activating this
functionality can create vulnerabilities. Within an operational network, if the 6WIND Edge
Device is used for its security features, VPN or Firewall, it is preferable not to use MIPv6 before
the stabilisation of the security specifications and the associated implementation.

2.2.3.2 MIPv6 and Wireless aspects

Tests have been performed on the 6WIND IPv6 platform using the Edge Device as the MIPv6
Home Agent. These tests aimed at proving that the two functions, MIPv6 and WLAN, could be
combined. They were described in Deliverable 2.

2.2.3.3 IPSEC and Mobile IPv6 Interworking

As not all aspects of security with Mobile IPv6 have not been solved yet, in some cases, a pre-
configured VPN is a solution to meet the requirement of Mobility and Security.

The following figure illustrates a scheme where a Mobile Node is moving between well known
sites, for instance the various sites of an hospital. A pre-configured VPN is able to protect all the
communications involved with Mobile IPv6. That means communications from CN to MN via
Home Agent (1 + 2), direct communications (3) and also service traffic like Binding updates,
Notification update to the CN…
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Obviously there must be a trusted relation between all the sites involved, but all requests coming
from outside the VPN will be refused.

Figure 2.5: Security of Mobile IPv6 over a pre-configured VPN

2.2.3.4 Configuring IPv6 Mobility

The CLI (Command Line Interface) provides some commands to configure the MIPv6
functionality. A specific context is defined in the device. Thus the mobility parameters can be
configured in the mip context.

Configuring IPv6 Autoconfiguration Mechanisms

As IPv6 mobility relies on the IPv6 auto-configuration mechanism, it has to be configured first.
To do so, please refer to the Configuration Guide of the 6WIND Edge Device.

Displaying Mobile IP Information

Mobile IPv6 status can be displayed using the following commands:

ED1{myconfig}display mip

ED1{myconfig-mip}display

Example:

ED1{myconfig-mip}display

    # MOBILITY STATEMENT
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      mobility home_agent

Modifying the Mobile IP behaviour

To configure the Edge Device as a home agent, the following command has to be entered:

ED1{myconfig-mip}mobility home_agent

By default, the Router Advertisements are sent every 30 seconds. As soon as the Edge Device is
configured as a Home Agent, the advertising period is set to 1 second.

To configure the Edge Device as a correspondent node, the following command has to be entered:

ED1{myconfig-mip}mobility correspondant

To disable the mobility function, the following command has to be entered:

ED1{myconfig-mip}mobility none

2.2.3.5 Future plans for development

Several actions are foreseen for the development and improvement of MIPv6 in the Edge Device.

As is the case for the Ericsson-Telebit router, 6WIND is carefully following the deliberations of
the IETF. The MIPv6 standard is not yet stable and new drafts have been recently issued (draft-14
and very soon draft-15).

The two major evolutions between draft-13 and draft-14 deal with security and BU format. For
instance, here are some security considerations:

• the AH is eliminated from using for authenticating Binding Update, and for
authenticating Binding Acknowledgement;

• all correspondent nodes must implement a base protocol for establishing a
Binding Key (new terminology for Binding Key and Binding Security
Association (BSA) in anticipation of eliminating the use of AH).

According to the evolutions, it is envisaged to make the appropriate modifications. However, the
change of BU format implies that implementation according the draft 13 and 14 should be
incompatible. This is the reason why a strategy has to be defined.

It is foreseen to enhance the MIPv6 Management by adding high-level commands.

Interoperability tests will be performed in order to improve this implementation.

Besides, feedback and comments from the partners will of course be taken in account.
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3 IP SECURITY GATEWAYS

Many of the applications considered in the 6WINIT project have a demand for integrity,
authentication and confidentiality of data. This is especially true for the clinical applications.

In 6WINIT, the IPSec Authentication Header (AH) and Encapsulation Security Payload (ESP)
will be used to provide secure connections at the network level. Furthermore, support for the use
of the Road Warrior Security mechanisms, which allows nomadic users to use IPSEC for secure
communications, has been developed.

In this chapter, the WP6 Gateways with support for IP Security are described. When security
associations are to be negotiated without the presence of pre-shared knowledge between the
parties, a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is required. The PKI available to the project is described
in section 4.1 of D10, “Status of Basic Components”.

Finally, the Road Warrior implementation is described in Section 3.2. .

3.1 6WINIT Gateways with support for IP Security

3.1.1 6WIND Edge Device support

The 6WIND Edge Device provides IPSEC and IKE functions for the Gateway to Gateway mode.

3.1.1.1 Status

IPSEC and IKE are both available for IPv4 and IPv6. IPSEC/IKE and the management of these
security functions are already included in the commercial version.

The architecture of these components and the implementation description have been provided in
the D2 document. These security functions have not been developed for the 6WINIT project but
before the beginning of this current project. Some tests had been performed in the scope of the
6INIT project which ended when 6WINIT began.

3.1.1.2 Brief description

However security functions based on IPSEC and IKE are needed by clinical end-users and should
be useful in the context of 6WINIT platforms and demonstrations. Integrity, Authentication and
Encryption are provided by the AH and ESP IPSEC Mechanisms.

Different configurations are available to establish IPSEC Tunnels:

• Static VPN: in that case, security associations are manually defined by the
network administrator,

• Dynamic VPN: IKE ensures dynamic re-keying that improves the security
level, the first option is to use pre-shared keys for the IKE authentication
phase, the second option is to use certificates that allow a more scalable
solution.

The 6WIND Edge Device supports all these options.
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3.1.1.3 PKI and Certificates management

Certificates used by the IP Edge Device are compliant with the X509 standard, so they are able to
be managed by any PKI that respects the standard.

However, in order to avoid the deployment of this infrastructure that requires a lot of time and
organisation a tool is provided to manage easily the certificates. This tool could be sufficient for
small network and is included in the graphical 6WIND management system (NMS).

3.1.1.4 IPSec VPN

A VPN (Virtual Private Network) is the association of several IPSec Gateways that could be
6WIND Edge Devices or other gateways because the standard implementation allows theoretical
interoperability.

A VPN provides a mutual authentication between every devices implied in this VPN, gateways or
clients. It also provides confidentiality when all the traffic are transmitted through encrypted
tunnels.

The following figure describes a typical IPSec VPN Architecture with gateways and clients to
secure communications between distributed IPv4 and IPv6 local networks:

Figure 3.1: IPSec VPN can be compatible with Transition mechanisms

It can be noted that an alternative for Nomad clients would to use the security mechanisms
provided by the Road Warrior functionality. This topic is covered by another paragraph in this
document.
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3.1.2 FreeS/WAN IPSec implementation

IABG ported the IPSec and IKE functionality available from the FreeS/WAN distribution under
IPv4 to IPv6. This code can be used to include IPv6 based IPSec functionality on Linux systems.

3.1.2.1 Status

IPSEC and IKE have both been ported from IPv4 to IPv6. In a first step only the tunnel mode has
been implemented, allowing the use of the FreeS/WAN IPSec implementation as IPSec gateway
to set up VPNs. While the IKE functionality located in the user space is an integral part of the
official FreeS/WAN implementation starting from version 1.7, the IPSec functionality provided in
the kernel space is a patch to the Linux kernel 2.4.7.

In a second step the FreeS/WAN IPSec implementation has been enhanced by the IPSec transport
mode. Opposite to the tunnel mode, which is used in an IPSec gateway to IPSec gateway
communications, the transport mode allows an IPSec host to IPSec host communication and
therefore provides a real end-to-end security. The main work of this enhancement has been
finalised and the implementation is in the testing phase.

Finally to also support the Road Warrior application (section 3.3) this IPSec gateway
implementation has been enhanced to support RSA signatures for authentication. For each system
you will communicate with, you need an RSA public key and an identifier associated with it. The
identifiers are the names the systems use to identify themselves during connection negotiation.
There are many possible identifiers, e.g. the IP address. But especially IP addresses of mobile
Road Warriors make remarkably uninteresting names. Therefore we use fully qualified domain
names (FQDNs) for the identification and negotiation of security associations. Using FQDNs for
starting an IPSec negotiation allows the mobile Road Warrior to use arbitrary IPv6 addresses.
This work is still ongoing, a first version could be expected in the Q1/2002.

3.1.2.2 Possible application

Clinical applications as deployed in 6WINIT have a demand on security functionality like
encryption or authentication. IPSec could be an adequate protocol to realise this security
functionality.

In this context the FreeS/WAN IPSec implementation could be used in following configurations:
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Fixed VPN:

In this configuration a security association could be established between two or more FreeS/WAN
IPSec gateways. All IPSec gateways are protecting a network behind them, using encryption
and/or authentication. Inside the protected network the information is transmitted in cleartext. The
IPSec security associations between the FreeS/WAN IPSec gateways could be set up manually or
negotiated using IKE. The latter possibility also includes dynamic re-keying and therefore
provides a higher security level. Pre-shared keys or RSA keys are used in this implementation.

Router

IPSec Gateway

Internet

protected domain protected domain

Figure 3.2: Fixed VPN
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Mobile VPN:

In this configuration a VPN is established between FreeS/WAN IPSec gateways and mobile users
running the Road Warrior applications. A possible application could be mobile clinical users
wanting to access securely a data base located in their home network, which is protected by an
IPSec gateway. The IPSec gateways can start an IPSec negotiation among each other based on
their fixed IPv6 addresses, while the Road Warrior will start an IPSec negotiation with an IPSec
gateway based on its FQDN.

Router

IPSec Gateway

WLAN Access Point

Internet

protected domain

Figure 3.3: Mobile VPN
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End-to-end security:

In this configuration the FreeS/WAN implementation is installed on host systems with fixed
addresses. The communication will be secured on a real end-to-end basis that is from one host
system to another. A possible application could be in cases, where no IPSec gateway is available
to protect the networks of the two communicating hosts, or in cases, where the hosts also want to
secure the communication inside the protected network. In this configuration the IPSec transport
mode is used on the host systems.

Router

IPSec Gateway

Internet

Figure 3.4: End-to-end security

3.1.3 IPSecurity on the Ericsson Telebit Router Implementations

The Ericsson Telebit router implementations provide support for the use of IPSec AH and ESP in
transport and tunnel mode. The functionality has not been developed as part of the 6WINIT
project. Ericsson Telebit does not plan to enhance or alter the general IPSec functionality of the
router implementations as part of the 6WINIT project except for the alterations that might be
needed in order to solve the interworking problems between IPSec and Mobile IPv6 as well as to
solve the internal authentication problem in Mobile IPv6 as discussed in Chapter 2.

The Ericsson Telebit IP Security Implementations were described in more detail in Chapter 3 of
Deliverable 2 – The Status of Gateways and Relays. Here we will give only a brief overview of
the functionally of the implementations.

3.1.3.1 6WINIT deployment scenarios

The IP Security implementations provides transparent support for IPv6 data integrity,
confidentiality and authentication between remote sites by virtue of support for the use of the IP
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Authentication Header (AH) and the IP Encapsulation Security Payload (ESP) Protocols in either
transport or tunnel mode between two routers or between a host and the router.

A typical scenario in 6WINIT could be to deploy ESP secure tunnels to set up a Virtual Private
Network between remote sites.

Another scenario would be to deploy the ESP in tunnel or AH or ESP in transport mode between
a host and a router. This could for example be used for management and remote configuration
purposes. Furthermore, in the special case where the router supports IPSec Security Associations
that are anchored on home addresses located in the MIPv6 Home Address Option, the use of AH
or ESP in transport mode can be used to secure the communication between a mobile node and a
Home Agent (or some other entity) located on the router.

Finally, the use of AH or ESP in transport node between the router and its host could be used to
secure the communication on links which are vulnerable towards intruders, e.g. insecure wireless
links.

Figure 3.5: Possible 6WINIT deployment of IPSec AH and ESP support on gateways.

3.1.3.2 Implementation details

The IP Security implementation that currently runs on the AXI462 router platform supports the
use of IPSec AH and ESP for IPv6 traffic. It supports only statically configured Security
Associations and hence has support for fixed Virtual Private Networks only.

The IP Security implementation that is envisaged to run on the RXI820 Research Platform
supports the use of IPSec AH and ESP for both IPv4 and IPv6 traffic. Furthermore it includes an
implementation of the Internet Key Exchange Protocol IKE (IKE authentication based on pre-

Protected Traffic

VPN
Internet

Protected Traffic

IPSec Gateway

Base station
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shared keys) and thus enables Security Associations to be either negotiated dynamically via IKE
or to be configured manually. Hence the RXI820 Research Platform can be used to establish both
fixed and dynamic Virtual Private Networks

Presently the two implementations do not support IPSec Security Associations anchored on home
addresses located in the MIPv6 Home Address Destination option, but, as mentioned in Chapter 2,
Ericsson Telebit aims at implementing support for this in course of the 6WINIT project.

3.2 Road Warrior

The Road Warrior software is a FreeS/WAN IPv6 based IPSec implementation running on a
Linux client system and can be configured to support a Mobile VPN as described above. In more
detail the Road Warrior software allows a mobile user to initiate a secure connection based on
IPSec from itself to an IPSec gateway. Thereby it is possible for the mobile user to securely
access a database located and protected behind an IPSec gateway via an insecure network like the
public Internet.

Furthermore the Road Warrior supports a kind of mobility in a way, that the mobile user can use
an arbitrary IP address at its present point of attachment to the Internet, and set up the security
association to the IPSec gateway based on this dynamically changing IP address. When a Road
Warrior moves to another point of attachment and gets assigned a new IP address, it has to set up
a new security association to the IPSec gateway based on the newly assigned IP address.

This mobility support is therefore opposite to Mobile IP in that it is not transparent to the
application layer; that is after moving to a new point of attachment the mobile user has to use a
new IP address and therefore all applications have to be restarted with this new IP address.
Therefore a Road Warrior supports a type of applications, which have to access an insecure
network on different points of attachment, but which have neither a requirement for a seamless
roaming between these points of attachment nor for using always the same IP address in their
applications. Some clinical applications belong to this type.

The Road Warrior runs on a Linux system, kernel version 2.4.7. As its basis FreeS/WAN version
1.9.1 is used. For a network access wired Ethernet as well as 802.11b based wireless Ethernet
interfaces have to be used. Based on current estimates a first version should be available end of
Q1/2002, a more fine tuned one end of Q2/2002.

To support the Road Warrior also the IPSec gateway has to be modified.
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4 SIGNALLING AND MEDIA GATEWAYS

In the Internet multimedia conferencing architecture, multimedia conferences consist of different
data streams that are required to successfully establish communication channels between
endpoints. Real-time multimedia communication, consisting of one or multiple media streams
(audio, video or other media types) that are used to carry the real-time media data, is only one
element in a multimedia conference. Another element is conference control communication.
Conference control is used to co-ordinate a common state at all endpoints that is suitable for
conducting the conference. For example, before a conference can start, all endpoints need to be
configured appropriately with respect to media codecs, transport parameters.

One way of distributing this initial state is the use of a call signalling protocol such as SIP
(Session Initiation Protocol [Han99]). Amongst other functions, SIP allows to set up conferences
and to convey the required configuration information (at the end of a conference, SIP is also used
to terminate the session).

Besides SIP, some other call signalling protocols exist, for example H.323 or Q.931, the
signalling protocol used by ISDN.

Normally, implementations of different call signalling protocol do not interoperate, e.g. a SIP
phone cannot call a H.323 phone. Because of the fact that the semantics of the different call
signalling protocols are sufficiently similar to each other, it is possible to translate between them.
A call-signalling gateway can implement more than one call signalling protocol and thus gateway
between different call signalling domains by translating and forwarding call-signalling messages.
In the case of H.323 and SIP-based conferencing, the media streams are both transmitted using
RTP [Schulzrinne2001]. This means, for building gateways between H.323 and SIP, in general,
the media streams do not have to be considered, only call-signalling gateways are needed.

For other applications, for example building a gateway that connects the SIP/RTP domain with
the ISDN, it is also required to terminate the media streams in the gateway and to forward (and
maybe transcode) the media data from one domain to the other. These functions are provided by a
media-gateway.

Many other gateway scenarios exist. In NAT (network address translator) scenarios, for example,
in order to have IPv4 and IPv6 endpoints interoperate, it might be required to use an application
layer signalling gateway that translates the transport parameters that are contained in the call-set-
up messages.

Active Gateways are based on the concept of application layer active networking and allow users
to change the behaviour of network elements that are responsible for data forwarding and
processing on a flexible basis. The elements do not operate at the network level but rather at the
application level, i.e. they do not interfere with the Internet’s forwarding and routing mechanism
but rather influence the behaviour of an Active Network by adding elements to the application
layer protocol’s path. Specific functions of an Active Gateway could be user-controlled multicast-
unicast relaying or media transcoding.

Section 4.1 provides a description of the TZI-Gateway, a gateway system that provides both
signalling and media gateway functionality. In particular, this gateway has been designed to
accommodate IPv4/IPv6 communication scenarios and heterogeneous network links. It is thus
able to perform application layer gateway functions like signalling protocol translation and media
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transcoding in order to allow communication partners in different IP domains to communicate
with each other.

Section 4.2 describes TAG, the Transcoding Active Gateway – a transcoding gateway with a
client/server architecture, that is based on the concept of active networks. TAG has been designed
to relay and transcode multicast media streams between server and client, over a unicast link and
can be dynamically configured to perform the functions that are required by a specific user.

4.1 TZI-Gateway

Presently, the Internet has begun to move from IPv4 to IPv6, i.e. there is a small but growing
fraction of Internet hosts that support IPv6 and that can communicate natively using IPv6.
Transition mechanisms like DSTM [Bound2001], SIIT [Nordmark2000] and NAT-PT
[Tsirtsis2000] are deployed in order to allow hosts from different protocol domains to
communicate. 6WINIT Deliverable D9, “Early Aids to Deployment”, provides a survey of the
different transition mechanisms and of their availability in systems that are developed by 6WINIT
partners.

For real-time multimedia communication, these mechanisms are deployed to provide the basic
network layer connectivity between nodes from different protocol domains. In addition to the
basic network layer functionality, it is however necessary to provide application layer
mechanisms, because signalling protocols usually convey information about communication
endpoints and transport addresses in their signalling messages that cannot be considered by
transition mechanisms that operate on the network layer.

These additional application layer functions are usually realised by intermediary application layer
gateways that perform the necessary translation and adaptation functions. A signalling gateway is
an application layer gateway that performs call-signalling protocol specific translation, e.g.
translation between different signalling protocol domains like SIP and H.323 or translation
between different networks like the IPv4-Internet and ISDN or the IPv4-Internet and the IPv6-
Internet.

In addition to the signalling communication session, a multimedia conference consists of media
streams. The media information is usually conveyed in separate RTP/UDP sessions per
application, e.g. one RTP session for the audio information and one RTP session for the video
information. In an IP telephony call, there is one RTP session for each communication partner, i.e.
two RTP sessions in a 2-party call. Media data transport in heterogeneous networks can require
additional functions in network elements in order to provide high quality, low-delay and robust
media transport. For example, on the link layer, ROHC (robust header compression) techniques
can be employed on slow and low-bandwidth links. ROHC compression works on single network
links on a transmission path and is in general transparent to hosts.

In addition to these optimisations on the link-layer, it is also possible to adapt the content of
media streams in order to accommodate network link characteristics. For example, for unreliable
links, communication can be made more error-resilient by adding forward error correction
information. On low-bandwidth links, media streams can be transcoded to formats with higher
compression factors etc. The following list provides useful functions that can be provided by
gateway/media processing systems for conferencing applications. It should be noted that for
conferencing applications, most of these media forwarding and transformation functions would be
accompanied by signalling components such as proxies of call-control protocols.
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• IPv4/IPv6
Gateway multimedia streams between IPv4 and IPv6 clouds.

• Unicast-Multicast
In order to allow users in non-multicast-capable networks to participate in
multicast conferences, reflector functions can be used to connect one or many
unicast users to a multicast group by relaying the multimedia communication
by the means of RTP translators and RTP mixers. Mixing can be used to
reduce the overall bandwidth in multiparty conferences.

• Transcoding
A transcoding function can be useful either for re-coding media data from an
incompatible original format to a format supported by a certain receiver. It can
also be used for transcoding media data with higher compression factors to a
less-bandwidth-consuming format in order to be able to send it over a limited-
bandwidth-link.

• Conferencing
In order to implement a conference bridge, a conferencing function is required
that reflects the media streams of all participants to all other participants.
Additional required functionality is mixing and transcoding (in case of
diverging endpoint capabilities). Figure 4.1 shows a conference bridge that
provide signalling functions (i.e. it acts as a SIP endpoint) and media
processing functions (mixing and transcoding).

• Tone recognition
A tone-recognising entity analyses a media stream and can generate event
notifications for recognised dial tones, e.g. DTMF digits.

• Tone generation
A tone-generating entity can generate tones either as DTMF-RTP-streams on
mix tones into existing audio streams.

• Packet-to-line-gatewaying
A gatewaying entity can gateway audio streams to and from telephone lines,
such as PSTN and ISDN lines.

• Source media streams
Media streams can be originated by gateway systems, IVR-system or
answering machines.

• Sink media streams
Media streams can be terminated, e.g. by gateway or voice-mail systems.

• Encryption/Decryption (Transcryption)
For end systems lacking cryptographic functionality, trusted entities can
provide encryption and decryption functionality.

The TZI-Gateway provides both signalling and media gateway functions because for many
applications it is required to provide gatewaying functionality for the signalling communication as
well as for the media transport, e.g. in order to gateway between SIP and ISDN. However, the
orthogonality of the functions suggests a clear separation of functional components. For
implementing a conference bridge, a different feature set is needed than for implementing a SIP-
H.323 gateway. The TZI-Gateway is therefore realised as a modular application that can be
adapted to different needs.

For providing connectivity between IPv4 and IPv6 endpoints, the TZI-Gateway would use one of
the available transition mechanisms and perform signalling gateway functions (and, if required
media processing) in addition. These mechanisms are described in D9. For example, the gateway
could reside on a dual-stack-node and have the media streams of an IPv4-based multicast session
forwarded to an IPv6-multicast session by its media-processing component. In another scenario,
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the gateway could be co-located with a NAT-PT system and have the IP packets of the signalling
and the media streams translated and forwarded by the NAT-PT component.

Section 4.1.1 describes the general gateway architecture; section 4.1.2 provides some details on
the call-signalling module and section 4.1.3 describes the media-processing component.

4.1.1 Gateway Architecture

Considering the aforementioned application requirements, an architecture for gatewaying and
transcoding services for conferencing applications in IPv4 and IPv6 networks has been developed.
This architecture is depicted in Figure 4.1
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Figure 4.1: Decomposed Signalling and Media Transcoding Gateway

 The architecture is constituted of two main elements:

• A signalling/control entity is responsible for basic signalling services
(including signalling protocol gatewaying) and for control services. Depending
on the concrete type of the application this control entity governs a media data
forwarding/transforming element.

• This second element can provide different media stream transformation and
gatewaying features, e.g. IPv4-to-IPv6 (RTP/RTCP) [Schulzrinne2001]
conversion, mixing of media streams, transcoding of media streams,
robustness functions (redundancy encoding, forward error correction,
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interleaving). The media stream element provides a flexible “plug-in
architecture” that allows the composition of gatewaying and media
transformation systems from a set of re-useable modules and allows for
independent development of additional modules by partners of the 6WINIT
projects according to their needs

The “plug-in architecture” defines interfaces that media stream handling
modules have to implement. The different media handling modules in a
gatewaying/transcoding application will be co-ordinated by a controlling
module that is responsible for instantiating media handling entities for specific
streams.

Different types of media handling modules exist: There are originating,
translating and terminating modules. An ISDN-gateway module can provide
both originating and terminating functionality.

The control protocol that allows controlling the media gateway by the signalling gateway will
provide secure and reliable control communication between the two entities. An extended version
of the Mbus, that supports connecting two remote Mbus domains or the MEGACO (H.248)
protocol might be deployed for this purpose. The control protocol must support event notifications
from the media gateway element to the signalling element.

Ideally, such a media gateway element would be located close to the boundaries of the wired and
the wireless network. In the case of protocol-interworking applications (such as IPv4/IPv6-
gateways) it will be required to position the gateway element directly at the boundary, e.g. on a
dual-homed, dual-stack host.

4.1.2 Signalling Module

The call signalling module/gateway STARGATE is an advancement of a signalling gateway system
that has been developed in the concluded European project MECCANO [Ott2000]. It provides
connectivity for multimedia communication between multiple/different kinds of endpoints
interconnected through different types of networks, hence the "STAR" in its name, referring to the
wildcard character “*”. STARGATE is implemented as a modular system that uses the Mbus
[Ott2001] to interconnect its application components.

4.1.2.1 Architecture

While the H.323, SIP, and ISDN (and possibly additional) modules implement call signalling and
(as far as applicable) conference control, as well as providing some additional functions for the
respective protocol suite, a central controller module coordinates, e.g. address and endpoint
reachability resolution, and keeps track of the per call and resource utilisation state. In particular,
it is aware of the present call signalling entities and is capable of translating selected non-standard
call-control messages between the various protocols, if required.

The aforementioned call signalling protocol entities share a common “core” set of Mbus messages
used to set up, tear down, and monitor the progress of a call, as defined in the Mbus call control
profile [Ott2001b]. Once the signalling has progressed far enough, the central controller triggers
the set-up of the media streams directly between the endpoints or any intermediate entities
representing them.

In addition, each call signalling module supports a number of protocol-specific Mbus command
extensions that cannot be mapped to other control protocols directly. Thus, in such a case, e.g. for
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the handling of two-stage dialling, the controller decomposes these Mbus commands, optionally
re-routes messages, and performs translation between the relevant call signalling protocols.

Earlier versions of the STARGATE gateway utilised the Robust Audio Tool (RAT [RAT], an audio
conferencing tool developed by UCL) to perform the optional media transcoding. This
functionality is now provided by TZI’s own Media Processor (MePro) that can be controlled by
STARGATE. This is described in more detail in section 4.1.3.

The state of the STARGATE controller is maintained on a per-call basis using a generic state-
machine class developed at TZI that is instantiated anew once an incoming-call Mbus command is
received by the controller.

Figure 4.2 depicts the Mbus based architecture of the STARGATE gateway.
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Figure 4.2: Outline of the STARGATE System Architecture

4.1.2.2 SIP

The SIP signalling stack of STARGATE currently provides an Mbus-enabled back-to-back user
agent according to RFC 2543 [Han99]. Its modular architecture shown in Figure 4.3 facilitates the
reuse of many components developed by the TZI in previous projects. Based upon a set of generic
building blocks implementing SIP message passing via TCP and UDP, every higher layer module
comes with an object-oriented API that allows for application-specific functionality to be added to
nearly any of the stack’s components. At the top, there is an additional Phone Controller API that
is a small set of high-level objects to encapsulate different functions necessary for creating
common telephony applications.
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Figure 4.3: Architecture of the SIP signalling engine

STARGATE‘s signalling engine, in particular, makes intensive use of the lower layer interfaces
(the Native API) in order to be in control of most of the internal message flows. By doing so, it is
possible to utilise low-level functions that are responsible for message retransmission, session
state clean up and similar. The stack’s core functions are decomposed to modules as follows:

• Built upon generic TCP and UDP server classes, an SIP server creates a
message parser object for every new message encountered at the socket
interface. A specialised derived class for TCP allows for a collection of SIP
messages being split into several PDUs. Whenever a full message has been
read and successfully parsed, it is delivered to an UAS instance via a
previously registered callback function.

• Basic SIP server functionality is provided by the UAS module with its main
object class UAS. As the SIP stack is designed to be used in single-threaded
applications, UAS objects provide generic means for storage and lookup of
objects containing transaction states using a finite state machine
implementation. Using the module’s native API, applications may derive
application classes from this class to trigger specialized functions, e.g. by
sending additional Mbus commands. The call signalling engine already
provides a derived class that maps basic SIP messaging to Mbus call-control
commands and vice versa.

• The UAC module implements the client part of a stateful proxy’s back-to-back
user agent. The classes of this module provide user agent functionality
especially for outgoing calls. Both, UAS and UAC are equipped with an event-
based interface currently being used to create and act on Mbus messages.

• For Mbus transport, TZI’s own C++-implementation is reused to minimise
implementation efforts when including support for IPv6. The SIP stack is
currently being adapted to the latest Mbus call control specification
[Ott2001b].

Currently, most of the components are undergoing a major rework, as integration of IPv6-support
introduced the necessity of some API changes. As a result, the stack has temporarily been taken
out of STARGATE and is currently being re-integrated for the next release in January 2002.

4.1.3 Media Processing Module

The media-processing module (media processor) is designed as a re-usable component that
provides the service of transporting and processing media data. It operates on media streams and
is thus completely independent of call signalling or other control relationships that might be used
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in order to manage and control the media streams. In order to integrate the media processor into
an IP telephony infrastructure, a controlling signalling module is required. By using the generic
interface of the media-processing module, the signalling module creates, modifies and removes
conferences and induces the media processor to perform certain operations on the media data.

The media processor is based on a flexible and extensible design: It is not restricted to be used in
the context of gateway applications but can be adapted to accommodate every usage scenario
where media streams are processed and/or transported. It is possible to add media processing
modules in order to extend the functionality of the media processor. In the following sections, we
describe the architecture of the media processor and the current status of an implementation,
called MePro, which is used in the TZI-Gateway.

The media processor consists of two parts, as shown in Figure 4.4:

• The media processor core contains the control elements to manage
conferences and provides basic functions to transport and process media
streams.

• The module controller provides access to the available modules. There are
four different kinds of modules that can extend the functionality of the media
processor. In a request for a module instance, the module type and a
description of the requested functionality are specified. To find a suitable
module of the defined type, each of these modules is checked whether it
supports the specified service. The first module able to provide the requested
feature is selected.

 
Media Processor Core 

Conference Controller 

Module Controller 

Filter Transport Package Control 

Conference Conference 

Figure 4.4: Architecture of the Media Processor

4.1.3.1 Conference Model

The media processor core includes a conference model based on the MEGACO [Cuervo2000]
model of contexts and terminations that is illustrated in Figure 4.5.
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Conference Controller 

Context Context 

Termination Termination Termination Termination 

Figure 4.5: Contexts and Termination within the Media Processor

The MEGACO conference model defines context and termination objects. A context object
represents a single conference. Its task is to route the media streams between the terminations of a
conference and to configure these objects. Each termination object represents an endpoint in the
conference (an endpoint can, e.g. be a RTP source, a file or an ISDN phone). In order to provide
access to the properties of a context or termination object, the model defines descriptors.
Adapting the MEGACO model to the requirements of the media processor, some of the
descriptors of MEGACO are removed and others are replaced. For example the support for
modem endpoints is removed and the topology descriptor is replaced by the more powerful
routing descriptor that describes the stream of media data in a conference.

A completely new component in the conference model is the conference controller. It specifies an
interface used by other components of the media processor to manage conferences. Each context
and termination object is identified by a globally unique identifier. Using these identifiers, any
context and termination object in the media processor can be addressed. This enables the media
processor’s controller to modify the behaviour of every single object.

4.1.3.2 Module Controller

The media processor core provides basic functions to transport and process media streams in a
conference. To extend this functionality, the media processors can load and instantiate modules of
the four different types by using the interface of the module controller. The modules can either be
loaded at start-up or dynamically, at run-time.

• The transport modules provide methods to transmit data over a specific
network, e.g. an IPv4 network. The media processor core itself is not able to
transport data without at least one of these modules.

• The filter modules can encode and decode media data. Each module
implements one encoding scheme (e.g. G.711). These modules are needed for
transcoding.

• The package modules extend the functionality of termination objects. Each
media stream received by a termination object is searched for a special pattern
by an activated package module. If it detects the pattern, a message is sent to
the controller of the media processor. Additionally, these modules can insert
data fragments containing a special pattern into the media streams. An
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example for a pattern type is DTMF (Dual-Tone-Multiple-Frequency) tone
recognition/generation.

• The control modules provide an external interface for the media processor that
is used by the external controller (e.g. the signalling module of a gateway
application). These modules enable the media processor to be used in a
specific application context. When used with the TZI-Gateway, a control
module that implements the Mbus protocol [Ott2001] is used.

4.1.3.3 MePro

MePro is a C++ implementation of the media processor architecture providing an extensible
framework for media processor applications. The framework consists of a media processor core,
providing basic functions for transporting and processing media streams and a set of basic
modules. The modules are implemented as shared libraries that can be loaded dynamically.

Currently, MePro includes the following modules:

• Transport modules:  IPv4 and IPv6
• Filter modules: PCM-µ-Law and PCM-A-Law
• Control modules: command-line and Mbus

4.1.3.4 Usage Example

Figure 4.6 depicts one possible scenario where a media processor is used. Two telephony
endpoints using SIP [Han99] for call signalling are not able to communicate because of
incompatible codec capabilities. The SIP proxy in between is aware of this problem and uses the
media processor’s transcoding function to implement the transcoding of media streams. Therefore
the SIP proxy changes the transport address in the call signalling messages. Now both endpoints
send their media stream directly to the media processor transcoding the incoming media data. For
the communication between the SIP proxy and the media processor the MEGACO protocol is
used.
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Figure 4.6: The Media Processor as a Transcoding Gateway

4.1.4 Availability and Current Status

A standalone implementation of the media processor is available as
http://www.dmn.tzi.org/6winit/software/mepro-0.1.tar.gz. This version implements the media
processor framework and provides transport modules for RTP/IPv4 and RTP/IPv6 and filter
modules for PCM-µ-Law and PCM-A-Law audio data. New filter modules for transcoding
applications are currently being developed.

4.2 TAG

The Transcoding Active Gateway (TAG) consists of a client and server package, designed to relay
and transcode multicast media streams between server and client, over a unicast link.  The client-
to-server connections are one-to-one; they are designed to service a specific client but this could
be configurable to service a local network. The users configure this 'link' to meet their
requirements or to satisfy the constraints of their IP connection. The client side user interface
allows manual configuration of the multicast session addresses/ports for relaying and of the
transcoding or rate limiting of relays running on the server.

Both the client and server aspects of TAG implement the FunnelWeb architecture, for
maintenance of and access to the Active Network "map" of EEP servers.  The Client is separated
into two components that communicate using Remote Method Invocation (RMI).  The Funnel
Web EEP component of the client is a standard EEP running the Routing, Discovery and local
relay proxylets.  The Routing and Discovery proxylets are used by the client to identify its
location in relation to other parts of the Active Network.
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The user interface component of the client is used to communicate both with the EEP component
and with a remote server via the RMI interface. The server configuration section of the user-
interface allows the user to query the local Routing proxylet for information regarding the current
servers available and the closest server in relation to the local host.  Once a server has been
selected the controls for starting, stopping and configuring media streams are enabled.  It should
be noted that the user does not have control over the two relay proxylets running at each end point
but merely the link that has been created as a whole.

The Server is implemented as a FunnelWeb Execution Environment for Proxylets (EEP) that
provides the ability to start, stop and control media relays.  In addition EEPs have routing and
discovery features, which allow automatic detection of the nearest server, in relation to the client.
Development of the algorithms used to calculate the nearest server will allow the client to find the
closest point at which multicast streams should be relayed.  In addition, service levels need to be
negotiated in determining which server to use, these could include:

• Network connectivity.  Connection may be limited and might not be suitable
for the client.  The client should make an estimate as to how much bandwidth
is required.

• Network load.  The network link may be overloaded with current traffic.
• Multicast connectivity.  If the host has no multicast connectivity then it will

not be suitable.  If the host has poor connectivity then it may be more
appropriate to use a different server.

• Machine load.  Java virtual machines require extensive resources and it would
be better to distribute the load between machines.

Server Proxylets

A modular approach to the implementation of the server was taken with individual relay engines
developed for specific media types. This modular design allows one to more easily augment or
replace individual components with minimal (if any) disruption to the architecture as a whole.  In
addition, certain individual components (e.g. authorised control module) may be disabled, or not
used if they are found to be unnecessary.

The media relays are implemented as separate self-contained packages, known as a proxylets,
written in pure Java. An EEP downloads the proxylets from a central web server, allowing them
to be easily upgraded.  The added metadata policy file limits control of the proxylet to a range of
hosts.

Media proxylets process both the incoming unicast stream originating from the opposite end point
and outgoing multicast streams originating from the multicast group/tools.  In the case of video
and audio, relays also process the additional RTCP stream.

Simple rate limiting cuts off forwarding after a pre-set rate limit (in packets per second) has been
reached.  The rate can be altered from the client using the RMI connection to the server, which
then in turn passes the new rate to the proxylet.

Transition to IPv6

At the simplest, it was only necessary to execute the TAG code with the IPv6-enabled JDK 1.4.
Some alterations of the configuration of the hard-coded web addresses within the proxylet were
required and these were changed to use an IPv6 web server.  Testing of the TAG confirmed that
all the protocols used within TAG (RMI, HTTP etc) supported IPv6.
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Support for Mobile IP

One of the functions that may be incorporated would be mobile-aware functionality for the mobile
node – taking into account the movement between different wireless networks.

Security

So far we have used TAG only with unencrypted data; we are now exploring the alternatives with
encrypted data.  The Secure Conference Store (SCS) is used to communicate session keys to the
TAG client but there is currently no secure communication between the client and server.  This is
required for transfer of the keys to the relays for decrypting/re-encrypting streams before/after
transcoding.  Extending the current RMI communication to use a RMI SSL interface is one
option.
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5 WAP GATEWAYS

5.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the requirements and implementation overview of the WAP-based access to
the Health Care Service System in John Paul II University Hospital in Krakow, Poland,
constructed by UMM. All information about the WAP service functionality in context of
standardisation efforts and general architecture of WAP application has been already presented in
the 6WINIT Deliverable 2 “The Status of Gateways and Relays”.

WAP technical specification analyses, presented in that report, lead to the conclusion that it has
rather a very limited potential for providing access to sophisticated data such as, for instance, the
medical record of a patient. These constraints concern database request construction and input, in
the first place, and displaying of requested results in the second. These limitations come from
small screens and very low resolution of the mobile phones currently in common usage.
Considering the data access and presentation, the XML model provides a very flexible solution
separating data from their presentation format and supporting a convenient method for WML
document generation.

End-user authentication and data transfer security mechanisms provided by WAP seem to be
powerful enough for medical applications. The proposed solution based on authentication and
authorisation data stored with the LDAP server seems to be general and be reusable in other
wireless applications.

It is necessary to point out that WAP does not provide IP end-to-end communication. The
wireless part is based on the GSM radio system and exploits its own protocols as described in the
first deliverable D2, “The Status of Gateways and Relays”. For end-to-end communication, WAP
should not be considered a long-term solution.

The structure of the remainder of this section is as follows. First the WAP access subsystem
needed for the Health Care Service System of D7 is briefly discussed. Next the technical issues of
WML documents from HTML pages generation are discussed. In the following subsection, the
problem of security in the context of a WAP accessed database is described. The chosen solution
is presented in detail. The LDAP server role is pointed out. Finally screenshots from the mobile
phone screen, illustrating the implemented system activity are shown. The section ends with a
plan of system development in the future.

5.2 WAP access to Health Care Service System general assumptions

Our system is intended to provide access to hospitals and health care agencies. Its goal is to help
manage online registrations via WAP (Wireless Application Protocol). This version will be
covering browsing of diagnoses, registration and checking of results. In addition, the system will
provide doctors with a patient's data. It must be powerful enough to allow easy searching, but
simple enough to make it useful through cellular phones.
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5.2.1 System abilities & requirements

The Health Care Service System (HCSS) was designed to improve hospital management. It
covers only some area of medical services, including diagnosis, registrations and management. It
is assumed that an interaction can only be started by a client (patient/doctor).

The interface is designed to combine ease of use with high functionality - that is intuitive
browsing, no unnecessary inputs and a well-prepared output that can be easily drawn on the small
screens of cellular phones.

The current version of the interface includes:

• the ability to search/browse available diagnosis (schedules, prices,
descriptions);

• the ability to register for selected diagnosis;
• the ability to cancel earlier registrations.

When comparing the WAP interface to a WWW version, some changes done must be mentioned.
No graphical data can be accessed by end-users now, and some more detailed information is
unavailable. Unfortunately, these restrictions were mandatory; otherwise the whole system would
not be useful.

The HCSS application currently uses the first WML based model described in section 8.1.2 of D2,
“The Status of Gateways and Relays”. Future implementations and updates may be based (and
probably will) on the second XML based and the third content aggregation model as wireless
communication development pushes to XML contents.

The whole system is being created in J2EE (Java 2 Enterprise Edition) technology. The interface
module is totally written in Java Server Pages – JSP (which is very popular for dynamic website
creation). Enterprise Java Beans are used for all business functions and communication between a
client (WWW browser with JSP) and the database system (Oracle).

Displaying information on the client's screen will done via a separate WAP gateway that
translates HTML (HyperText Mark-up Language) to WML (Wireless Mark-up Language). After
translation is done, data are converted to binary form and sent to the user's mobile phone.

The first task to create a good interface was to make a draft of the menu. A system based on
frames is out of the question due to the limitation of small screens of current mobile phones. The
result is a simplified multilevel menu.

• Topmost menu - used for login in and profile choosing - it will be replaced by
an LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) authentication

• Main menu - diagnosis profiles choosing, search engine
• Menu with a list of available diagnoses
• Diagnosis description screen (lowest part of menu dependency tree) with

ability to register

5.2.2 Translation from HTML to WML

HTML -> WML automatic translation provided by the WAP gateway is not perfect. The resulting
WML code is usually larger then the source HTML. Some WML tags are not properly understood
by different mobile phones. For example, Ericsson's cellular phones have problems with some
meta tags like <meta name="..." content="....">. The WAP gateway probably supports the
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standards, however it does not ensure the proper display of the information with which it is
provided. That's why our interface module is available in two forms (it is shown in Figure 5.1).
The first one creates  a simple HTML document that will be translated by the WAP gateway. The
second produces WML output (no further need to translate in order to be able to see that
information on cellular phones).

Figure 5.1. Conversion methods

5.2.3 Access Control

For access control, there are several ways to set up a connection between a mobile phone and a
WAP server. Below we describe two basic solutions.

In-house Remote Access Server Solution: To set up the connection to the Nokia WAP Server,
corporations can host their own RAS and RADIUS server. This scenario is very similar to what
many corporations already have if they are providing Intranet services to their employees, e.g. this
model allows the corporation to achieve independence from ISPs and network operators. The
corporation is responsible for maintenance of the total platform. Only the ISDN/PRI connections
or analogue connections need to be acquired from the ISP, fixed or mobile operator.
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Figure 5.2. In-house Remote Access Server Solution

To set this up, the connected WAP platform must do the following:

• Select the Remote Access Server (RAS) for dial-in access. This can be an
access server, firewall, router or modem.

• Select the Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service (RADIUS) for
authentication, authorisation, and accounting of users by controlling dial-in
access to a Remote Access Server. The RADIUS can be integrated into the
RAS device.

• Order an ISDN PRI or analogue connection from the operator. The ISDN
Primary Rate Inter- face (PRI) includes 23 (US) or 30 (Europe) B-channels
and one D-channel. So one ISDN/PRI connection can serve 23 or 30
concurrent data calls simultaneously. Analogue connections are also possible,
but they do not allow fast connection setup time.

• Order the dial-in number from the operator.
• Have the RAS device installed.
• Have the RADIUS server installed (not needed when integrated in RAS).
• Configure the UDP/IP connection from the RAS to the WAP server. The

desired bandwidth of the connection has to be defined.
• Connect the ISDN to the RAS device.
• Order a Windows NT server for the Nokia WAP Server.
• Install the Nokia WAP Server. An IP number has to be assigned to the Nokia

WAP Server.
• Test the Nokia WAP Server together with the Nokia WAP Toolkit. The Nokia

WAP Server includes example applications that can be used in testing the
client-server communication.

• Order SIM cards from a GSM operator. The SIM cards need to be Circuit-
Switched Data enabled for both receiving and sending data.

• Configure the WAP client (e.g. Nokia 7110 phone). The connection and bearer
type, IP number of the WAP server, the dial number, PPP login and password,
and the home page of the service have to be configured in the phone.

• Test the connection from the WAP client (e.g. Nokia 7110 phone) to the Nokia
WAP Server with the example application available on the Nokia WAP
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Server. First the connection from the phone to the RAS has to be tested. Then
the connection from the RAS to the Nokia WAP Server. For simple tests there
can be used normal analogue modem or mobile phone as RAS device.

The alternative to setting up the connection for the Nokia WAP Server is to use outsourced
Remote Access Servers (Figure 5.3).

Figure 5.3. Open outsourced RAS solution

In this case, the Remote Access Server is hosted by some public operator or ISP, and it is located
at their premises. A user is not obliged to use one pre-selected ISP, but can independently select
the ISP and make an agreement with the ISP. The user receives the dial-in number, PPP login and
password from the ISP. The corporation is responsible for delivering configuration information of
the service homepage and the IP address of the Nokia WAP Server to the user. The connection
from the Remote Access Server to our network is IP-based. All data packets from the RAS to the
Nokia WAP Server are UDP packets. Consequently, the corporate firewall must be opened to the
UDP traffic.

To set up the connected Nokia WAP Server, the corporation must do the following:

• Acquire an Internet connection for the outside corporate network. The desired
bandwidth of the connection has to be considered.

• Optional: Make sure that the RAS (with integrated RADIUS) of the Internet
Service Providers (ISPs) supports the required level of functionality, e.g. the
V.110 protocol.

• Optional: Make sure that the RAS of the ISPs supports V.110 between the
MSC and the RAS for fast connection setup time.

• For testing the corporate WAP service, acquire a user account with password
from the ISP.

• Order a Windows NT server for the Nokia WAP Server.
• Install the Nokia WAP Server. An IP number has to be assigned to the Nokia

WAP Server.
• Test the Nokia WAP Server together with the Nokia WAP Toolkit. The WAP

Server includes example applications that can be used in testing the client-
server communication.
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• Order SIM cards with a GSM operator. The SIM cards need to be Circuit-
Switched Data enabled for both receiving and sending data.

• Configure the WAP client (e.g. Nokia 7110 phone). The connection and bearer
type, IP number of the WAP server, the dial number, PPP login and password,
and the home page of the service have to be configured in the phone.

• The connection from the WAP client (e.g. Nokia 7110 phone) to the Nokia
WAP Server has to be tested with the example application available on the
Nokia WAP Server. First the connection from the phone to the RAS has to be
tested. Then the connection from the RAS to the Nokia WAP Server.

This method is used in the HCSS system.

5.2.4 Security

In medical applications data exchange must be confidential. In order to provide secure data, all
transmission over public networks must be encoded. Unwanted people can access private data, if
it is not properly secured. The whole system consists of many parts. The information between an
end-user and a database system cannot be transferred directly due to different network protocols.
Thus system will try to use cryptography wherever possible, and reduce times when data are kept
(in memory) decoded.

Figure 5.4. Security architecture

Overall security is measured by its weakest point. To make a safe system, there can be no weak
spots. There are two methods implemented in our system that deal with security: user
authentication and transmission encoding.

There are three types of transmission involved in this project.

• client-to-wap gateway (WTLS)
• wap gateway-LDAP
• wap gateway-interface-database (SSL)

WTLS (Wireless Transfer Layer Security) is used to code information transparently during
transmission between mobile phone and a gateway. This part is a must for any safe system
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utilising cellular phones. The Nokia WAP Server supports secure connection on ports: 9202
(connectionless) and 9203 (connection oriented). It automatically scans those ports when request
from a mobile client appears. The use of this protocol must be forced on a mobile phone - some
devices require specification of a port, while others only if a connection should be secured (yes/no
options), with either predefined, or auto scanned ports.

LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) is a simplified database, optimised for
searching/authorising access. It's used in our system for patient/doctor authentication.

SSL (Secure Socket Layer) is a well-known secure transfer protocol, used for private data
transfers over public networks.

An LDAP database can store different information. It can be text strings just as well as binary
images. In this system however, there is little need to provide much information. Data is stored as
'attribute=value' nodes. Some attributes can have more then one value. Attributes used in our
system are: name, last name, login, password, and group (patient/doctor). The last attribute can
have two values, if a doctor is a patient of this hospital as well. It is possible to keep customisation
information in LDAP database, however it is strongly discouraged (due to the fact, it's hard to
modify/update the LDAP directory service, while customisation should be easy and available to
any system user).

What is important is the fact that we can keep LDAP, our main database and the WAP gateway
behind a firewall. This (properly configured) should provide enough security to allow the use of
unencrypted transmissions within the local network (behind firewall), leaving only outside
connections for securing. That's of course only when we have all those systems present in a local
network, and when we are sure of data privacy there (trusting our local network).

User authentication provides enough access control. It disallows unprivileged users viewing
confidential/private information. This process takes place only once, at start-up. Later on all
necessary session data are stored as cookies, and accessible for back-end systems. From now on,
data flows over user-gateway-interface-database route. Data used by LDAP must be provided
separately from the main client/employee database.

There are a few other ways of authenticating end-users. To name the most popular, MSISDN and
client certificates have to be mentioned. The first one uses mobile phones' unique identification
numbers. The second is based on certificates. Secure connection can be either: anonymous, one
side authorised, or both sides authorised. WTLS Class 3 includes support for client-side
certificates (Class 2 already included server-side certificates). However this standard is not
supported by tools we are working with (mostly Nokia WAP Server is the issue). Thus our system
is targeted toward anonymous secure transmissions.

5.2.5 Technical briefing

5.2.5.1 Server-side client module (J2EE)

The module we created is fully compatible with the main system, which allows easy running form
the same Sun server. Such implementation saves hardware expenses and lowers response times
(communication with database inside single host).

To make the interface module run, it must be deployed from Sun's J2EE server. The module is
delivered with all necessary components in a file with EAR extensions, and should be placed in a
path available for a deploytool utility.
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The following is a brief description of how to implement it (it covers installations based on Java
1.2.x):

• copy Oracle8 JDBC drivers (cos.jar, oracle.jar) to 'lib/system' subdirectory of
J2EE

• set classpaths and directory paths (Java SE, Java EE) - it should be done in a
single configuration file, and placed in 'bin' directory

• update default.properties file, remove all links to Cludscape's default
connector, add lines for proper jdbc support:

jdbc.drivers=oracle.jdbc.OracleDriver

jdbc.datasources=jdbc/Oracle|jdbc:oracl:thin:@server.host.name:port:name

This information is "commercial in confidence", since it contains private data for this database.
Another thing of importance is to make sure that this server is available from J2EE that deployed
our interface module.

• the last, but not the least part, is to set proper ports. Modify file web.properties
- http port should be set to 8000, and https (secured) should be 9202.

If everything is set, we can start server with 'j2ee -verbose' command. It's a rather time consuming
operation. It should end with a message confirming success.

To make our module work, we run deplytool now, and chose 'OpenApplication' and then our EAR
file. Then we pick a server that should be running this module and go through a simple creation
process, which should not require any additional data.

Deployment is also time-consuming. After success, the installed module is available directly from
a web browser. Just browse http://server.host.name:8000/szpital/menu0.jsp (a little different for a
secure transmission).

5.2.5.2 Nokia Wap Server

The gateway program is targeted toward Windows NT and Unix systems. It works with the WAP
1.1 standard. UDP on GSM circuit switched data and GSM-SMS are among supported wireless
bearers. JDK 1.2.x is required in order to run the gateway program and additional servlets.
Services can be mapped onto different java servlets via a simple configuration menu.
Unfortunately neither older nor newer versions of Java are supported in this WAP Gateway
edition. The server is equipped with an additional toolkit, which consist of diagnosis tools. It is
possible to view code translated into WML, the precise version that will be sent (in binary format)
to a wireless device.

The whole idea of a gateway is to process requests received from mobile phones. When a request
is sent, the gateway runs the proper servlet to handle it. It connects to the back-end system, and
transmits its output to a mobile phone. Connection in both parts can be secured by using proper
transmission protocols.

5.2.5.3 Dial-up server

One of possible ways of connecting a cellular phone to a WAP server is to run a standalone RAS
(Remote Access Server). It is - by default - a part of Windows NT. Also a dedicated RAS device
is necessary (i.e. a modem).
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Depending on the system version, the amount of concurrent users is limited. Windows NT
Workstation limits this to only 1 user. After RAS installation, the system administrator must add a
new user, with dial-in access rights. Setting proper transmission protocols (tcp/ip) and
authentication methods (login/pass check). This simple authentication method is allowed, since
user access control is handled via a servlet that connects to a LDAP directory service.

After the RAS server is up and running, the Nokia WAP Server must be configured, and started
('start traffic'). Our dial-up access should be working now.

5.2.5.4 Security mechanisms
• SSL - Secure Socket Layer is a transparent protocol, which uses strong RSA

encoding to secure transmission over public networks. There are many kinds
of SSL transmission, but we are using the most popular - anonymous. Its
quality can be modified by the complexity of a key used. System works by
utilising public keys, while encoding messages with own private key.
Transmission is set at the beginning, and until it's broken, all messages are
transmitted encoded. Additionally it provides validity checks - message digest,
that is calculated using hash algorithms (like MD5) and then sent for
comparison (if the message arrived unmodified). It's a base for many new
standards. Currently versions: SSL 2.0, SSL 3.0 and TLS 1.0 are available in
the public domain. (http://www.openssl.org)

• WTLS - Wireless Transport Layer Security is a protocol based on SSL but it
targets different bearers. It's used during connection with cellular phones
(mobile clients).

• LDAP - very popular user authentication system and access control. Can be
either global or local. It has a standardised hierarchy, which is used to look up
information faster. It is optimised toward search/compare operations, and thus,
provides fast authorisation abilities. It usually works with Berkley's BD2
database system. New standards allow more modify functions to be used, and
making those functions work faster, but it's still mainly a database oriented
toward searching information within it. (http://www.openldap.org)

All of those secure systems have free implementations. These are available to anyone, and
usually, for any use.

5.2.6 WAP interface of HCSS - example of use (with mobile phone)

The Health Care Service System is equipped with a WML interface, designed to grant WAP
access for users of mobile phones. It is very similar to a primary HTML interface, but it does not
include any graphics and the amount of printed information is reduced. The following diagram
gives an example of how the system is used.

Before we can use HCSS (Fig. 5.5), we have to be authorised by the system. The logging-in phase
is preceded by choice of profile: doctor, patient or guest (Fig. 5.6). Next (Fig. 5.7, 5.8), after
entering the login and password correctly (the password is replaced by star symbols '*'), we reach
the main screen, with our short information printed (Fig. 5.9, 5.10). So, here we are, with
adequate base access.
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 Figure 5.5 Figure 5.6 Figure 5.7

Figure 5.8 Figure 5.9 Figure 5.10

5.2.7 The Future of the System

The WAP interface was targeted as add-on for the whole system. If the service system is
enhanced, so can our interface be. The starting point is to enable options, which are not yet
implemented (registering for diagnosis, cancellations).

As far as technology is concerned, the future does not look good. The WAP standard has little
chance to be enhanced enough, to allow reasonable use of pictures, or browsing of more detailed
information. The future should be oriented toward standards based on XML.
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6 CONCLUSIONS

The Network Components developed in WP6 span a wide range of Wireless Mobile Internet
Scenarios.

Components with support for the deployment of both WAP and IPv6 for communication are
provided. Further when deploying the latter, secure connections can be ensured via the use of IP
Security Gateways and Mobility Management can be performed by virtue of either the Mobile
IPv6 framework or the Road Warrior mechanism.

Signalling and Media gateways with extensive functions are provided. The functions available
include multimedia conferencing and signalling gateways with support for a wide range of linkage
and transcoding mechanisms such as media stream shaping mechanisms between the wired and
wireless infrastructures. The gateways also enable the set up of secure multicast IP conferencing
sessions between users which deploy different call control protocols, e.g. ISDN and GSM, and/or
are connected to the IPv6/IPv4 network via links with very different characteristics with respect to
speed, delay, bandwidth etc.

Multimedia support is one of the Mobile Internets biggest challenges. Videoconferencing
and IP Telephony are new services that are eagerly awaited by users. IPv6 is well designed to
cope with these new multimedia functions.  Combined with the other components developed
within this project, the Signalling and Media Gateways represent powerful mechanisms to make
converged voice/data solutions available.
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8 ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

2G Second Generation Mobile Telecommunications (including GSM and GPRS
technologies)

3DES Triple Data Encryption Standard

3G Third Generation Mobile Telecommunications (including WCDMA/UMTS
technology)

3GPP 3rd Generation Partnership Project

6WINIT IPv6 Wireless INternet IniTiative

AAA Authentication, Authorisation and Accounting

ACC Academic Computer Centre "Cyfronet", a part of the UMM

ACL Asynchronous Connectionless Links

ADPCM Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation

AF Assured Forwarding

AH Authentication Header (IPsec)

AIIH Assignment of IPv4 Addresses to IPv6 Hosts

ALAN Application Level Active Networking

ALG Application Layer Gateway

AM_ADDR Active Member Address

AN Active Networking

ANP Anchor Points

AP Access Point

API Application Level Interface

AR Access Routers

AS Application Server

ATM Asynchronous Transfer Mode

BACK Binding Acknowledgement

BAKE Binding Authentication Key Establishment

BD_ADDR Bluetooth Device Address

BGP Border Gateway Protocol

BGW Border Gateway

BNEP Bluetooth Network Encapsulation Protocol

BSS Base Station System

BU Binding Update

CA Certificate Authority
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CBR Committed Bandwidth Rate

CCU Clinical Care Unit

CEN Comité Européen de Normalisation

CHIME Centre for Health Informatics and Multi-professional Education

CHTML Compact HTML

CLI (1)  Calling Line Identification

(2)  Command Line Interface

CN Correspondent Node

COPS Common Open Policy Service

CPE Customer Premises Equipment

CPN Customer Premises Network

CRL Certificate Revocation Lists

CRTP Compressed RTP

CSMA/CA Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Avoidance

CSP Cryptographic Service Provider

DAO Data Access Objects

DCF Distributed Co-ordination Function

DES Data Encryption Standard

DHCP Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol

DHCPv6 Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol for IPv6

DIAC Dedicated Inquiry Access Code

DMZ Demilitarised Zone

DNS Domain Name Server/System

DS Differentiated Services

DSCP Differentiated Services Code Point

DSSS Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum

DSTM Dual Stack Transition Mechanism

DTI Dynamic Tunnelling Interface

DTMF Dual-Tone Multi-Frequency

DiffServ Differentiated Services

DoS Denial of Service

Dx 6WINIT Deliverable x

ECG Electrocardiogram/graphy

EEP Execution Environment for Proxylets

EF Expedited Forwarding
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EHR Electronic Healthcare Record

EJB Enterprise JavaBeans Components

EPR Electronic Patient Record

ESP Encapsulation Security Payload

ETRI Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute

ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute

FDD Frequency Division Duplex

FHSS Frequency Hopped Spread Spectrum

FQDN Fully-Qualified Domain Name

GANS Guardian ANgel System (UKT-RUS)

GB Gigabyte (109 bytes)

GEK Group Encryption Key

GGSN Gateway GPRS Support Node

GIAC General Inquiry Access Code

GPRS General Packet Radio Service

GSM Global System for Mobile communications

GSN GPRS Support Node

GTP GPRS Tunnelling Protocol

GW Gateway Routers

HA Home Agent

HCSS Health Care Service System

HI Host Identity

HLR Home Location Register

HMIP Hierarchical Mobile IP

HTML HyperText Mark-up Language

HTTP HyperText Transfer Protocol

ICMP(v6) Internet Control Message Protocol

ICP Internet Content Provider

ICU Intensive Care Unit

IEC International Electrotechnical Commission

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

IETF Internet Engineering Task Force

IGMP Internet Group Multicast Protocol

IGP Internet Gateway Protocol

IKE Internet Key Exchange
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IMS Interactive Multimedia Subsystem

IMSI International Mobile Subscriber Identity

IP Internet Protocol

IPSec IP Security Protocol

IPv4 Internet Protocol Version 4

IPv6 Internet Protocol Version 6

ISDN Integrated Services Digital Network

ISO International Organization for Standardization

ISP Internet Service Provider

IST Information Society Technologies

ITU International Telecommunications Union

IntServ Integrated Services

J2EE Java 2 Enterprise Edition

JDBC Java Database Connectivity

JPEG Joint Photographic Experts' Group

JSP Java Server Pages

KLIPS Kernel IPSec Support

LAN Local Area Network

LDAP Lightweight Directory Access Protocol

LI Lawful Interception

MAN Metropolitan Area Network

MDML Market Data Mark-up Language

MGW Media Gateway

MIP Mobile Internet Protocol

MIP WG Mobile IP Working Group

MN Mobile Node

MSC Mobile Service Centre

MT Mobile Terminal

Mb/s Megabits per second

NAI Network Access Identifier

NAPT-PT Network Address Port Translation - Protocol Translation

NAS Network Access Server

NAT-PT Network Address Translation - Protocol Translation

NHS National Health Service (United Kingdom)

NRN National Research Network
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O&M Operations and Management

OCSP Online Certificate Status Protocol

PAN Personal Area Networking

PCM Pulse Code Modulation

PDA Personal Digital Assistant

PDCP Packet Data Convergence Protocol

PDN Packet Data Network

PDP Packet Data Protocol

PDR Per Domain Reservation

PDU Protocol Data Unit

PEP Policy Enforcement Point

PHB Per-Hop Behaviour

PHR Per-Hop Reservation

PKCS Public Key Cryptography Standard

PKI Public Key Infrastructure

PLMN Public Land Mobile Network

PPP Point-to-Point Protocol

PS Paging Servers

PSK Phase Shift Keying

PVC Permanent Virtual Circuit

QoS Quality of Service

RADIUS Remote Access Dial-in User Server

RAN Radio Access Network

RAS Remote Access Server

RAT Robust Audio Tool

RFC (Internet) Request for Comments

RMD Resource Management in DiffServ

RMI Remote Method Invocation

RODA Resource Management in DiffServ On DemAnd

ROHC Robust Header compression

RSA Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (encryption algorithm)

RSVP Resource ReSerVation Protocol

RTCP RTP control protocol

RTP Real Time Transport Protocol

RUS Rechenzentrum Universität Stuttgart
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SA Security Association(s)

SADB Security Association Database

SCEP Simple Certificate Enrolment Protocol

SCO Synchronous Connection Oriented

SCS (1)  Secure Conference Store

(2)  Service Capability Server

SGSN Serving GSN

SGW (1)  Signalling Gateway

(2)  Security Gateway

SIIT Stateless IP/ICMP Translation Algorithm

SIP Session Initiation Protocol

SN Service Network

SNMP Simple Network Management Protocol

SPD Security Policy Database

SRTP Secure Real Time Transport Protocol

SSL Secure Socket Layer

SecGW Security Gateway

TB Tunnel Broker

TCP Transmission Control Protocol

TDD Time Division Duplex

TDD Time Division Duplex

TE Terminal Equipment

TEID Tunnel Endpoint IDentifier

TEIN TransEurasia Information Network

TLA Top Level Aggregator

TS Tunnel Server

ToS Type of Service

UAC User Agent Client

UAS User Agent Server

UCL University College London

UDP User Datagram Protocol

UKT Universitätsklinikum Tuebingen

UMM University of Mining and Metallurgy (Krak¢w, Poland)

UMTS Univeral Mobile Telecommunications System

UR User Registries
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UTRA Universal Terrestrial Radio Access

VJ Van Jacobsen

VLAN Virtual Local Area Network

VPN Virtual Private Network

VPN Virtual Private Network

VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland

VoIP Voice over IP

W3C World-Wide Web Consortium

WAE Wireless Application Environment

WAN Wide Area Network

WAP Wireless Application Protocol

WCDMA Wideband Code Division Multiple Access

WDP Wireless Datagram Protocol

WEP Wire Equivalent Privacy

WLAN Wireless Local Area Network

WML Wireless Mark-up Language

WTA Wireless Telephony Application

WTLS Wireless Transport Layer Security

WWW World-Wide Web

XHTML Extensible Hypertext Mark-up Language

XML Extensible Markup Language


